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The writings of Eihei Dogen emphasize the importance of zazen meditation practice and
encourage students to apply the practice to their everyday lives. However, when Dogen tells of
an individual reaching enlightenment, that person is often mindfully hard at work rather than
performing sitting meditation. Reading the sutras alone is not effective on the way to realization;
the latter comes instead through thorough practice. Throughout Dogen’s journeys in China, the
tenzos, or cooks of the monasteries, were very influential in assisting the formation of Dogen’s
thoughts on continuous practice. By their model, Dogen learned that mindfulness in one’s
everyday tasks is the way of expressing the core ideas of Zen practice. Dogen’s examples of
those that have reached enlightenment heavily focus on the individuals who have attained this
goal through everyday practice during work or while performing menial tasks.

The high

expectations for the tenzo are outlined within the guidelines Dogen composed for his own
monastery, and in cohesion with many of his discourses and writings, they emphasize the
importance of the cook’s mindfulness and of the offerings the cook provides to the sangha.
This paper will explore Dogen’s biography, including his travels to China their influence
on his practice and teaching. It will look at the Dogen’s instructions to his sangha, which focus
on “just sitting”, a technique done within a controlled environment, but should then be applied to
one’s daily activity. Finally, this paper will explore the influence the position of tenzo had on
Dogen and why he felt that the tenzo position provides the ideal practice to those performing the
task.
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A Biography of Dogen
Eihei Dogen, founder of the Soto School of Japanese Buddhism, was born in 1200 C.E.
in Kyoto (MD 3). He was born of an aristocratic family with his father holding the position of
Naidaijin, a job of significance in the imperial court (Eliot 284). Both of his parents had died by
the time he was thirteen years old, thus Dogen embraced Buddhism and began his studies at Mt.
Hiei Monastery, where he was ordained the following year (MD 4).
In 1214, Dogen began to study with Eisai, a Japanese monk who had received dharma
transmission in China and brought with him the Rinzai School of Zen Buddhism upon his return.
Following Eisai’s death only a year later, Dogen continued his training with Eisai’s disciple
Myozen. Within six years, Dogen had mastered the teachings, and like Eisai before him,
travelled to southern China, visiting many of the major sanghas (MD 4). Throughout his time in
China, Dogen found that many of the monasteries placed an emphasis on koans, enigmatic
questions used to guide students in meditation. Dogen, however, felt that the masters should be
stressing the importance of Buddhist scriptures instead.
Before departing China, Dogen sought out Rujing of the Caodong School of Zen and the
abbot of Jingde Monastery (EU xx). Rujing’s style of meditation, shikan taza, did not rely on the
extraneous practices that Dogen had witnessed elsewhere in China and focused solely on “just
sitting.” The shikan taza style of practice heavily influenced Dogen’s zazen meditation (EU,
xxi). Dogen’s meditation, similar to Rujing’s, focused not on subsidiary exercises, but solely on
the act of sitting and being in the moment. He believed that zazen was not merely the way to
reach enlightenment, but that it was awakening itself (Bielefeldt 2). In 1227, after only two years
of study, Rujing presented to Dogen a document of heritage. Having made the most of his time
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in China, Dogen felt that this completed his studies, so he returned to the Kennin Monastery in
Kyoto, Japan (EU xxii).
By 1233, Dogen had established Kannondori Kosho Horin-ji, his own small practice
center in Fukakusa. He soon began writing Treasury of the True Dharma Eye following its
formation (EU, xxiii). After presenting his lecture “Undivided Activity” at the residence of highranking official Lord Yoshishige Hatano, Dogen was asked to form a large training monastery in
Echizen. Dogen left Kannondori Kosho Horin-ji in the hands of a trusted disciple and relocated
to Echizen to begin progress on Eihei, the first full-scale Zen monastery in Japan (EU xxiv-xxv).
During the formation of the sangha, Dogen continued his work on Treasury of the True Dharma
Eye. He took a hiatus from writing the text between 1246 and 1252, focusing on giving lectures
and producing guidelines for the monastics living in the sangha. In 1253, seven months before
his death, Dogen made his final addition to the Treasury of the True Dharma Eye, “Eight
Awakenings of Great Beings.” (EU xxvi-xxvii)
Dogen’s Teaching
One of the qualities Dogen often emphasizes throughout his writings and discourses is the
necessity of being focused on the present moment. This is exemplified in his statement, “a
golden sixteen-foot body is time; because it is time, there is the radiant illumination of time.”
(MD 76) A 16-foot golden body is a common descriptor of Shakyamuni Buddha and Dogen’s
claim that it “is time” represents the Buddha nature inherent in time. Dogen instructs to “study it
as the twelve hours of the present,” calling his followers to study the time-being as they
experience it. (MD 76).
Dogen’s explanation of time is non-dualistic: time does not simply pass. It flows in such
a way that the past, present, and future are not separate (MD, 78). In this same way, the
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individual is not separate from enlightenment; one just needs to reach the realization of it, which
comes as a result of thorough practice (MD 83). In equating the time-being with enlightenment
and instructing the unremitting practice of awareness, Dogen is guiding his followers to the
realization of their inherent Buddha nature, going beyond zazen with incorporation in all
activities that one may execute.
Dogen disregards the concept of spontaneous enlightenment and urges people to devote
themselves wholly to the way (MD 91). One of the primary methods that Dogen teaches is
sitting zazen, which he derived from the teachings of Rujing. “Rules of Zazen” is a text authored
by Dogen that provides instructions on the ideal mindset and posture one should be in while
sitting in meditation. Dogen directs the practitioner to sit in a comfortable place that is free from
distraction. One’s posture must be erect and sitting in the half-lotus or full-lotus position.
Meditation should be done devoid of intention, with focus on the present while maintaining
cognizance of the passing time. No thoughts of past or future, positive or negative, should occur.
Zazen encompasses the practice of avoiding suppression or development of any thoughts that
may arise (MD 29-30).
Practice does not solely consist of sitting. Full practice takes constant attention to the
moment one is in during daily activities, regardless of how menial the task one is performing
may seem. This is not totally outside of the realm of zazen; it is a continuation of many of the
things that one is practicing when sitting. Dogen states, “Separation between the two aspects of
activity and stillness simply does not arise. This is harmonizing” (MD 38). The most important
feature that is involved in both is the idea of consciousness of time.

Whether seated or

performing a task, one should not be thinking of anything but the moment, nor ought one
practice with an acquisitive mind, with solely the thought of achieving enlightenment. The
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difference between the concepts of stillness and activity is that, in the latter the attributes of
practice occupy the individual’s everyday life, an environment that makes the concentration
involved in the practice a much more challenging venture.

One no longer has the

accommodations of comfort and silence in which to sit, but must practice regardless of what is
proceeding around one while participating in activities. By completely exerting oneself, one
becomes the situation being experienced; rather than forcing oneself to act, the person instead is
allowing oneself to open up to the experience (Stambaugh 6-7).
Sitting meditation is a controlled practice of what must be applied to one’s daily life. It
gives the practitioner the understanding of what it means to be one with the moment within a
comfortable environment, but it is up to the individual to apply this to his daily activities in order
practice the Way in its entirety. Dogen explains that though a person may be continually active,
those individuals that have devoted themselves to the way are different from others who have
neglected to do the same. While ordinary people “drift throughout moments, those that practice
the way devotedly are liberated.” (MD 93)
The focus on moment-by-moment attentiveness is further emphasized later, in 1242, in a
lecture Dogen gave in Kyoto at the Yoshishige Hatano house titled “Undivided Activity.” This
discourse is the one that caused Hatano to request that Dogen open the first full-scale Zen
monastery in Japan. In this lecture, he explains the occurrence of birth and death contained
within each moment. Both occurrences are an experience of the present moment, without regard
to the past or future. When in the midst of undivided activity, with a concentrated mind, one
does not judge time based on dualistic standards. The activity performed may be purposefully
done or an activity beyond conscious decision due to causal conditions, but to be aware of these
actions under both circumstances brings one closer to realization (MD 85-86). This means that
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all activities, even sleep, must be done as practice, and even after reaching enlightenment,
practice continues, because every day our intrinsic Buddha must be realized and retained (Cook
11). Dogen gives an example in another text of the Tenth Ancestor, Parshva who “did not lay
himself down on his side to sleep throughout his lifetime.” (EU 117) While not directly stated
by Dogen, this can be viewed as Parshva denying himself comfort in order to allow himself the
ability to practice even during sleep.
In “Body-and-Mind Study of the Way,” a lecture given in 1242 at the Kosho Horin
monastery, Dogen discusses the idea of “Everyday mind.” In “Everyday Mind” is presentmoment awareness. The moment should not be doubted, and in it, the thought of enlightenment
can occur. This state of mind allows one to reach the inner meaning of Buddhist teaching and
allows the opportunity to realize one’s intrinsic Buddha nature. Dogen states that, “To study the
way with the body means to study the way with your own body. It is the study of the way using
this lump of red flesh.” (MD 91) He discusses our inherent enlightenment and clarifies that to
realize it, we must use the body in which it is contained. The dual meaning of the phrase “true
body” as Dogen uses it, also encompasses the “true study of the way,” and he emphasizes that
the way to obtain this is by turning to monastic life (MD 91). The present moment is not noticed
by laypeople, Dogen explains.

While a wise master may reach enlightenment with the

realization of the present moment, or, birth and death, laypeople pay no notice to it. Exceptional
focus is necessary and one must abandon ordinary life and seek life that allows for constant
practice.
Lessons from the Tenzo
Dogen notes the importance of not abandoning the way due to old age. One should
practice regardless of their years. To abandon or neglect the way because of one’s old age would
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be an act of clinging to the self – awaiting death and looking to the future. As one should always
remain focused on the present, this will hinder the path to enlightenment (EU 118). This point of
wisdom may have been derived from Dogen’s encounter with an elderly tenzo named Yong
during Dogen’s stay at the Qingyuan Prefecture located on Mt. Tiantong. He describes this
encounter in “Instructions for the Tenzo,” which he wrote in 1237. Yong was sixty-eight years
old when Dogen encountered him. Dogen noticed his old age and bent back as the tenzo worked
in the scorching sun. Dogen, at the time, had not realized the importance of continuous practice
regardless of age, and questioned the monk as to why he did not, instead, have an assistant
perform his task. With the tenzo’s response came the knowledge of the importance of the tenzo
position and continuous practice.
In “Continuous Practice, Fascicle One” Dogen gives another example of a master that
worked well into his old age – Baizhang – a man who worked daily for the assembly. Baizhang
took no regard of his age and labored even when others grew worried about him. When denied
occupation, he refused sustenance (EU 120). The importance of working is exemplified in this
and equates it to the need the body has for food. It constitutes the model of “a day of no work is
a day of no eating.” (EU 120) Baizhang makes the point that to deprive oneself of mindful
occupation is to deprive oneself of nourishment. Furthermore, Dogen describes enlightenment
within the same text as the “tea and rice of daily activity” (EU 127) Looking at this, we can see
that the view that denial of daily activity is denial of the nourishment of enlightenment. Dogen
continues this analogy further in a lecture he gave called “Everyday Activity.” In it Dogen
states, “To know is to be filled with rice. To be filled is to continue eating.” (MD 126) This
analogy uses rice as enlightenment and emphasizes the necessity to continue practicing even
after realizing one’s intrinsic Buddha. Furthermore, in “Continuous Practice, Fascicle One”, he
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states that “between aspiration, practice, enlightenment, and nirvana there is not a moment’s gap;
continuous practice is the circle of the way.” (EU 114) Moment to moment realization is not
only a result of continuous practice, but causes the aspiration to practice, allowing one to retain
actualization.
Dogen places emphasis on remaining in the present moment while performing all tasks,
but he frequently returns in his illustrations to persons working with food. In “Continuous
Practice, Fascicle One,” Dogen presents Huineng, the sixth ancestor in China as an example,
asserting that he maintained exceptional dedication to continuous practice, never neglecting his
work. Huineng travelled with a grinding stone on his back and continued to practice the task of
pounding rice even after obtaining enlightenment (EU 119). Dogen also references Xiangyan,
who abandoned the sutras and commentary and devoted himself, instead, to serving meals at the
monastery. One day thereafter, he was sweeping a path and a pebble struck bamboo – in that
moment, he obtained enlightenment (EU 131). Immediately prior to the event of Xiangyan’s
enlightenment, Dogen reveals that Xiangyan was serving food. Due to the importance he places
on the tenzo in his texts, I believe this mention was purposeful in emphasizing the importance
held in such a position. Within “Everyday Activity” Dogen suggests that Touzi, the monk that
assisted Dayang in reaching enlightenment, performed the role of tenzo. This is implied when he
states that Touzi covered Dayang’s mouth with a whisk to stop him from speaking (MD 124.)
Due to the quantity of examples that Dogen provides within his work, one can realize the
reverence that he possessed for the station of tenzo and the opportunity he felt the position
provided to practice and eventually obtain enlightenment.
Dogen’s reverence for the position of tenzo and the opportunity to practice moment-bymoment actualization that it presents is understood when reading “Continuous Practice, Fascicle
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One” when Dogen writes about an abbot named Zhaozhou who did not store any food or
property. As a result, the monks were required to gather their food. Dogen instructs, “you
should long for this practice” (EU 121). This practice is precisely what the job of tenzo entails.
The position of the tenzo, or cook, in a monastery contains the responsibility of collecting and
preparing meals for the monks residing there.

The position is held by monks that are

accomplished and dedicated to the way. Dogen makes it a point to mention that the reason the
tenzo position is held by individuals of high rank is that the position requires whole-hearted
practice in all that the job entails (MD 53.)
Dogen’s respect for the position originated while he was in China upon meeting an old
monk who took pride in his position as tenzo within his monastery. He came across the tenzo of
the Mt. Ayuwang monastery in 1223. The man was looking for mushrooms to present to his
community for the Dragon-boat festival that was occurring on the following day. The elderly
tenzo had travelled a great distance, but nonetheless declined Dogen’s offer of a meal, for he had
to return to his sangha to oversee the festival offering. Dogen questioned the tenzo about why he
did not delegate the responsibility and simply focus on zazen practice rather than working. From
the cook’s response, Dogen realized that the position is “the fulfillment of many years of practice
and that activity, rather than detracting from one’s ability to practice, provides a sustaining
opportunity for it (MD 58-59). The tenzo, after all, is still required to participate in the monastic
schedule throughout his day. He participates in morning zazen and the evening instruction that
occurs in the abbot’s room (MD 57). His job, regardless of the constant practice that it entails,
does not detract from his other responsibilities within the monastery.
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The Tenzo’s Duties as Ideal Practice
As enumerated in “Instructions for the Tenzo,” the responsibilities of the tenzo are many
and the work begins after the main meal of the monastery, which takes place at noon. Many of
the kitchen responsibilities are handled directly by the tenzo, who is instructed to perform all
tasks mindfully and must avoid delegating tasks to other kitchen workers. He must collect the
ingredients for the next day’s meal and meet with other officers to discuss the menu. He
prepares the quantity of food based on the number of monks in the monastery on that specific
day and must review the calculations closely. It is also his responsibility to carefully prepare and
cook the food.

The influence of the tenzos that Dogen met in China is apparent in his

instructions for the cook. These cooks set an example toward which Dogen aspires to have the
tenzos at his monastery strive.
In Dogen’s “Sentences to be shown in the Kitchen Hall,” written in 1246, he states that
reverence is fundamental when preparing meals for the monastery (Nishijima and Cross 141).
Dogen compares the food prepared by the tenzo to the offerings given to the Buddha throughout
time. Just as offerings are gifts of sincerity, the tenzo and other kitchen workers were expected
to treat the meal that was being offered to the sangha as such (Nishijima and Cross, Shobogenzo
141-142).
Dogen quotes the “Chanyuan Qinggui,” a text written by Changlu Zongze that is thought
to be the earliest Zen monastic code, which provides rules for the administrative officers of the
sangha (Yifa 42). Dogen quotes this text in his statement, “If the six tastes are not suitable and
the food lacks the three virtues, the tenzo’s offering is not complete” (MD 54). By showing an
undistracted mind, the attributes (which are bitter, sour, sweet, hot, salty, and plain, along with
mildness, cleanliness and formality) will be fulfilled and the offering will be fit for the sangha.
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Dogen would have come across this text during his travels in China, as it was the
dominant text during that time (Yifa p. 41). The influence of Dogen’s studies in China on his
viewpoint on the positions held within a monastery and the use they have in practice is
undeniable.

Dogen’s interactions with the tenzos of China influenced his views of what

comprehensive practice entails and reading Changlu Zongze’s text enabled him to comprehend
what it takes to guide a tenzo in this manner of activity while accomplishing their duties.
The numerous stages that comprise the preparation of meals for the sangha and the
unceasing mindfulness involved is the reason this position is given to monks who are
accomplished, otherwise, the individual will not contribute reverential offerings that transmit the
same sincerity as those made to the Buddha. The tenzo must personally cleanse and prepare the
food and, afterward, wash the utensils. Sincerity must be present within every action. When
cleansing the rice, the tenzo must separate any sand interspersed, being vigilantly avoiding the
disposal of even a grain of rice (MD 54-55). All elements used must be treated with respect,
additionally, all ingredients must be spoken of with reverence. Reverence of the food must be
for all, regardless of the quality of ingredients the tenzo is working with. There must be no
discrimination or variation in attitude when cooking with a higher or lower quality of ingredient;
all should be viewed as equal. All foods obtain equal merit if presented with sincerity and even
the highest quality of food gathers less merit if given insincerely (MD 61). By acting without
discrimination, a tenzo can construct a quality food with any ingredient he is provided with (MD
56).
Mindfulness and reverence of the people of the sangha is shown by the tenzo when he
prepares to calculate the amount of food that is required for the meal. Dogen instructs the tenzo
to “shut your eyes and count the number of monks who are present in the monks’ hall,” in
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addition to the monks who are elsewhere in the sangha. One must also be aware of the amount
each of the individuals are to receive in their meal (MD 57). This indicates an abundant amount
of regard for one’s fellow practitioners and is exemplary of the respect that Dogen holds to be
essential in the offering.
Cleanliness or purity is a necessity. Offerings from laypeople must be purified by being
rinsed, incensed, and exposed to fire before being presented to the sangha (Nishijima and Cross
143). One must wash and avoid touching rice with the sleeve of one’s gown (Nishijima and
Cross 142.) Therefore, tenzos work with their sleeves tied back, which is why Dogen quoted an
old master who stated, “For a tenzo, working with the sleeves tied back is the activity of the wayseeking mind.” (MD 55) In addition, “Worldly words or dirty talk” are proscribed in the kitchen,
and monks or novices who are passing the food are instructed to bow their (Nishijima and Cross
142). In Dogen’s “Guidelines for Studying the Way” taught in 1224, he states, “Just forget
yourself now and practice inwardly” (MD 32). By requesting that no speaking other than that of
the sutras or the words of old masters, Dogen is creating an environment that emphasizes the
practice of mindfulness that is necessary in the role of the tenzo, as in all other activities.
Activity, in this way, acts as a continuation of the zazen process. Respect for the items and
people of the sangha will result in a worthy offering.
Dogen mentions three important mindsets that one should practice while cooking. One
should hold “Joyful Mind,” “Kind Mind,” and “Great Mind.” (MD 66). One should cook
joyfully, for it provides the opportunity to provide food for the sangha in this lifetime. Joy
should be derived from the understanding that cooks have been given ideal circumstances in
which to practice and that many other duties would not allow such an opportunity.
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A parental mind, or kind mind is necessary. This is an unselfish way of thought; it puts
others and even the food being cooked before one’s own comfort (MD 64-65). The notion of
emptiness demonstrates the lack of self-concern that is required for being in the present moment
and reaching realization. Dogen often revisits to the story of Dazu Huike, the second Ancestor,
who cut of his arm as a gift to the Bodhidharma as a sign of sincerity in his desire to practice.
We can see that the tenzos Dogen met in China practiced with a similar sense of self-sacrifice
and influenced this thought process to some extent. He makes note of the discomfort the tenzos
in China dealt with in their position – sacrificing their own well-being for that of the sangha and
proper care for the ingredients they oversee. In his encounter with the tenzo of Mt. Ayuwang,
Dogen informs us that the sixty-year-old monk travelled twelve miles from his monastery to
retrieve proper ingredients for a feast, and denied himself a meal in order to carry out his
responsibilities (MD 59). We also see this attribute in the tenzo, Yong, who labored in the hot
sun at the age of sixty-eight to simply dry mushrooms that were going to be used in the meal for
the sangha (MD 58). Dogen considers physical sacrifice as a sign of sincerity, however, he
acknowledges that it is much less difficult than realizing the undivided nature of the mind by
focusing on the present moment (MD 37). The tenzo’s willingness to sacrifice for the comfort of
others in the sangha is a sign of his sincerity and dedication to the job he is performing.
Dogen gives us an example of where he feels a tenzo has failed in his position. We are
told of a tenzo at Kennin Monastery in Japan who, rather than executing the responsibilities
attributed to the position, delegated all of his responsibilities to others so he could remain in his
room reading sutras and chanting (MD 62-63). He neglected the opportunity that he was given
in what is a highly regarded position in which practice is constant, instead, performing other
activities that he considered more important in practice. If we recall the example of Xiangyan in
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“Continuous Practice, Fascicle One,” only after that Zen master, abandoned the sutras altogether
and, instead, began to serve meals did he reach enlightenment. We can see that Dogen believes
that the study of the sutras alone will not allow a person to achieve enlightenment (EU 131.)
Dogen’s negative view of how the tenzo of the Kenning monastery decided to delegate his
responsibilities may be due to the teaching opportunity that the tenzo was disregarding. Rather
than practicing this important duty and taking full advantage of the position of providing the
monks in the sangha a worthy example, he had others do his work in his stead.
The tenzos that Dogen holds up as paragons also show signs of passing on the knowledge
they have to others, and Dogen places much emphasis on the necessity of the transmission of
knowledge from teacher to student. In his “Guidelines for Studying the Way,” he positions
seeking a teacher as one of the most vital steps in studying the Way. To Dogen, a worthy teacher
does not put texts in the forefront, but focuses on opening the pupil to non-dualistic thinking and
places emphasis on emptiness, or, selflessness (MD 35-36). In delegating his tasks to others, the
tenzo of Kennin monastery is not guiding them in the mindfulness necessary for the work and,
thus, is not worthy of such a position.
The expectations Dogen has for the tenzo coincide with the text “Bodhisattva’s Four
Methods of Guidance,” which was written six years later. This text, however, was likely written
for laypeople rather than those holding positions within the monastery. The similarities between
the two texts show just how the tenzo position can embody the qualities that Dogen feels
necessary for following the way successfully. The four methods include, giving, kind speech,
beneficial action, and identity-action (MD 44).
Non-greed, or, giving is the first of the methods. In this, Dogen emphasizes sharing with
others without expectation of reward. He gives the example of King Ashoka, who offered a half
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a mango and, with it, fed hundreds of monks. Dogen also mentions that one’s work is an act of
giving (MD 44-45). The tenzo provides the monastery with the food they eat on a daily basis
and giving is inherent in this position if one simply undertakes the duties whole-heartedly. The
cook is given the opportunity to participate in this method on a daily basis.
“Kind Speech” is maintaining a compassionate mind (MD 45-46). The tenzo is instructed
by Dogen to speak only with respect about the ingredients that he is working with for the
sangha’s meal. This is an act of speaking not only to another individual in a kind manner, but an
act of paying respect to the sustenance that will be served to those around the tenzo. The tenzo
position requires the individual to interact with objects in a respectful way at all times and allows
him to practice this constantly throughout his day.
“Beneficial action” is inherent in the tenzo position. It is to help sentient beings of all
classes by “using skillful means” (MD 46). If the tenzo is performing his job mindfully, it will
be done dexterously as a result. This benefits the others in the sangha by providing an offering
that assists them in sustaining their practice.
“Identity-action” is non-difference, viewing oneself and others with a view of nonduality. Dogen instructs that one method of guidance includes all four. By practicing the job
mindfully and focusing on the current task, the tenzo may gain the ability to understand that one
condition does not exist without others.
Conclusion
Cooking provides tangible evidence of the thoroughness of practice the tenzo is
participating in. If the result of the meal is a poor one or if any of the six tastes are not suitable,
it will be apparent to both the tenzo and the sangha for which the food is provided that the tenzo
has not maintained focus on the task at hand. This creates an environment in which one’s ability
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to remain present can be assessed and improved upon, acting as a reminder to the tenzo to remain
in the present during every moment.
Dogen’s writings not only emphasize the importance of work but elevate it to a spiritual
practice. This is no more evident than in his appreciation for the work of the Tenzo. He expertly
shows how work is not a distraction from the practice but an integral part of it.
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